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Worthington Stock Letter grabs top as Best Performing
Value and Dividend Stock Newsletter

Ronald Cavage February 14, 2014

The Worthington Stock Letter is named Best Performing Value and
Dividend Stock Newsletter, the Value Investors Association announced
today through its website. The Worthington Stock Letter has the highest 5-
year compounded return of 30.8%.

(Newswire.net -- February 13, 2014)  -- New York, NY --

Investment newsletters have been used diligently in forecasting and leveraging the stock market. The Worthington
Stock Letter has been announced to be the top performing Value and Dividend Stock Newsletter for 2013.

 

Competing against big, established reports such as the S&P 500 and the Wilshire 5000, the Worthington Stock Letter
stood out as it achieved over 60% return in the previous year.

Being named Best Performing Value and Dividend Stock Newsletter, proves that the Worthington Letter comprises of
a body of knowledge that stems from the principles, insights and acuity of established value investors.

 

This knowledge becomes relevant and applicable by taking into consideration the latest socioeconomic changes,
stock market risks and other parameters, resulting in a newsletter that for the last five years has outperformed best-
selling newsletters such as the Motley Fool.

 

As a top performing investment newsletter, the Worthington report gives access to the top picks in the Value and
Dividend stock market. Although impossible to be 100% accurate, the Worthington Stock Letter has been
recommending winner-stocks repetitively. The stock market is by definition volatile, but the Worthington Newsletter
does its best to minimize any stock downside surprises.

 

Investors interested in the Worthington Newsletter can get access to value and dividend stock recommendations that
are the result of carefully sifted stocks.  The Value Investors Association elaborates on the full range of features the
Worthington Newsletter covers on its website, http://valueinvesta.com/the-worthington-stock-letter. Worthington Stock
Letter readers will on average have a list of no less than 15 stock picks to enrich their portfolio with.

 

Striving to offer a comprehensive Stock Pick Report, the Worthington Letter provides technical analysis of
recommended stocks and insights as to how to best avoid common pitfalls that shrink one’s returns. Although not a
complete investment strategy, the Worthington Stock Letter does offer market commentary to optimize one’s stock
decisions.

 

The Value Investors Association extensively covers the Worthington Stock Newsletter on its official site,
http://valueinvesta.com.

Source: http://www.newswire.net/newsroom/financial/00080219-worthington-stock-letter.html
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